HiSoftware Compliance Sheriff

®

for Content-Aware

Compliance and Security

Is Your Web Content Putting Your Organization at Risk?
The numbers tell the story. According to the consulting firm
Doculabs, 80 percent of the information within organizations is
unstructured (word processing files, emails, spreadsheets, Web
content, blogs, wikis, etc.), with growth predicted at a rate of 36
percent per year.1
This wealth of information from multiple input points can quickly
spin out of control and make it a potential breeding ground for
vulnerabilities. You probably have more hidden risk than you
realize and it’s growing exponentially every day as more of your
staff add content. Ask your key stakeholders; privacy & policy
managers, IT managers, marketing managers, and web managers;
to assess:

•

How vulnerable you are today?

•

Can you detect the posting of confidential
information, inappropriate language or other content
that violates corporate governance guidelines?

•

How do you ensure that content is, and stays,
compliant with today’s diverse and rapidly changing
governance and standards requirements?
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“80 percent of the information within
organizations is unstructured,
with growth predicted at a rate of
36 percent per year.”

HiSoftware Provides a Repeatable, Practical and Measurable
Solution for Compliance
Take back control of your content by translating your corporate
guidelines into a repeatable and enforceable process using the
HiSoftware Compliance Sheriff content-aware compliance
automation solution. Enforce corporate guidelines and
standards within websites, intranets, document libraries, email
and social computing sites to stay ahead of the explosion of
content.
HiSoftware Compliance Sheriff provides users with a means
to monitor content for potential compliance issues across the
application – keeping information safe, appropriate and within
regulatory guidelines. Compliance Sheriff automates content
compliance to address a wide range of Web governance issues
including privacy factors like personally identifiable information
(PII) and protected health information (PHI), Web accessibility,
data and information security, site quality and brand integrity.

Along with the hundreds of checkpoints built-into HiSoftware’s
policy manager, including pre-defined checkpoint groups for
Section 508, WCAG 2.0, HIPAA, FISMA, PCI-DDS and other
regulatory mandates, HiSoftware’s suite of solutions allow
users to easily define and configure checkpoints for their
own unique governance policies without costly consulting
and/or programming resources. As the solution scans and
identifies areas of risk or detects specific policy violations,
automated email notifications alert site administrators and any
other manager affected by the specific content – accessibility
managers, privacy officers, marketing managers, etc. – to
potential issues so they can be addressed quickly.
The Compliance Insight management console allows content
managers and executives to review site status with multiple
reporting levels, while also allowing developers to drill down
into pass/fail details for swift remediation.

Compliance Insight
The Compliance Insight management console gives senior
management visibility into how their organization is performing
with respect to compliance, and the ability to compare
performance across the enterprise among groups (divisions,
business units, departments), and by individuals. The compliance
scorecards, dashboards, and reports provide an instant realtime snapshot of how the organization is performing against

pre-set compliance objectives. Reports showing trends over
time are also available. Based on the information presented
managers (chief privacy officers, accessibility managers, IT
managers, marketing managers, etc.) can take appropriate
action; more training for business units or individuals, additional
communication reinforcing policies and the importance of
compliance, and make changes in workflow rules.

A Complex
Problem Made Simple
to Solve
REPEATABLE
•
The Compliance
Insight console
gives management
visibility into the
organization’s level
of compliance,
tracks progress over
time and compares
performance across
the enterprise and
among groups.

•

•

PRACTICAL
•

•

HiSoftware Compliance Sheriff ®
REPORTING FEATURES
AND ADVANTAGES
• Top 10 issues report
• Manage your organization’s progress
vs. compliance goals
• Measure and detect problems so you
can react quickly
• Take action based on analytics:
more training, change policies/
procedures, stricter checkpoints
• Top level executive view and drill
down for content managers and
QA teams
• Compare different groups and people
over time: divisions, business units,
agencies, campuses, departments, etc.
• Trend analysis reporting
• Make data available to your
Business Intelligence tools

Automated checks for
US and international
standards
Easily customized
by your staff to
meet your specific
governance
requirements
Repeatable testing
incorporated into the
development life-cycle

GAIN INSIGHT INTO
IMPORTANT COMPLIANCE
QUESTIONS

•

• Are the different business units
achieving compliance objectives?
• What parts of the organization are
having trouble with privacy violations?
• How are the different business
units performing on site quality:
broken links, typos and
brand standards?

MEASUREABLE

• How well are the different brands
doing with SEO keywords?

•

• Are our websites in
compliance with WCAG or
Section 508?

•

• Where and what are the specific
issues so that we can address them?

•

• Is my group addressing identified
compliance issues over time?

Reduces time and
money spent on
manual testing/
custom solutions
Standardizing testing
takes the guesswork
out of content
compliance
Scalable • Use only the
compliance options
you need
• It easily scales to
your demands
whether you have
one or many sites,
a few hundred or
thousands of pages

Provides visibility into
compliance issues
across the enterprise
Tracks site compliance
over time
Automated
monitoring/auditing
to keep content
compliant

Unified Content Compliance Made Easy
Unlike other solutions, HiSoftware Compliance Sheriff allows users to easily
define and conduct custom tests for an organization’s own unique policies
without costly consulting and/or programming.
The Compliance Insight management console allows content managers and
executives to review site status with multiple reporting levels while also allowing
developers to drill down into pass/fail details for remediation. Additionally,
automated email notifications alert site administrators and/or any other manager
affected by the specific content – accessibility managers, privacy officers,
marketing managers, etc. – to potential issues so they can be addressed quickly.

Content Compliance Standards for:

The HiSoftware Difference
Improved Efficiency
• Eliminates the need for content
contributors to know compliance
regulations
• Automates compliance testing
• Creates a repeatable process
Flexible, Standardized
Content Testing

PRIVACY

• Checks against applicable
standards during authoring

Unregulated online content can compromise personal and health information (PII/PHI) such as
passwords, credit cards numbers and HIPAA identifiers. Reduce risk and cost through automated
enforcement of your content privacy rules.

• Create customized testing
checkpoints – without consulting

DATA AND INFORMATION SECURITY
Protect confidential and secure information: trade secrets, insider information, M&A, redacted
content and OpSec (Operational Security) information. Validate for compliance with data and
information security guidelines; Identify problem or exposed security areas; Integrate data and
information security testing into your quality assurance and content delivery processes; Measure
and manage risk and compliance across the organization; and Allocate resources appropriately.

Monitoring
• Alerts content managers to
issues that make it past testing
for faster resolution
• Measures the compliance
performance of sites over time

BRAND INTEGRITY & SITE QUALITY
Make a great impression online - every minute of every day. Your public website is the face you
show to the world. Broken links, typos, slow pages, brand inconsistency or inappropriate language
reflect directly on your brand image. Improper SEO keywords don’t help either. Build brand
integrity, consistency and quality into your site with Compliance Sheriff.

• Compares business units’ progress
against compliance goals
A Complete Solution

WEB ACCESSIBILITY
How many users with disabilities turn away from your public and intranet websites and due to
accessibility issues (WCAG and Section 508)? You could be alienating as much as 20% of your
employees, customers and prospects. Automating Web accessibility compliance can increase
participation while reducing costs.

• Provides a fully integrated
Web project life-cycle approach
• Starts at the development
process and provides ongoing
compliance testing

SOCIAL COMPUTING
Collaborate with confidence by enforcing compliance with your organization’s guidelines to quickly
identify exposed sensitive personal and corporate information, and inappropriate language or
content on enterprise social computing sites, blogs and wikis.

Start your compliance initiative today.
Call a HiSoftware solutions expert to
discuss your compliance needs at
888.272.2484, +1.603.578.1870 or
visit www.hisoftware.com.
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